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This paper proposes a new estimation technique for fitting parametric Gibbs point process models to a
spatial point pattern dataset. The technique is a counterpart, for spatial point processes, of the variational
estimators for Markov random fields developed by Almeida and Gidas. The estimator does not require
the point process density to be hereditary, so it is applicable to models which do not have a conditional
intensity, including models which exhibit geometric regularity or rigidity. The disadvantage is that the
intensity parameter cannot be estimated: inference is effectively conditional on the observed number of
points. The new procedure is faster and more stable than existing techniques, since it does not require
simulation, numerical integration or optimization with respect to the parameters.
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1. Introduction

Statistical methodology for fitting models to spatial point pattern data has been a subject of
intensive research for three decades. Likelihood-based methods were once regarded as compu-
tationally prohibitive (Ripley [28], Introduction). Although maximum likelihood and Bayesian
methods can now be implemented using Markov chain Monte Carlo (Geyer [19]), this approach
is still computationally intensive. Various alternative strategies have been explored, including
analytic approximations to the likelihood (Ogata and Tanemura [26]), computationally efficient
surrogates such as maximum pseudolikelihood (composite likelihood) (Besag [7]) and Takacs–
Fiksel estimators (Fiksel [16], Takacs [30]).

These approaches fail when the point pattern data exhibit a high degree of geometric regu-
larity or rigidity. For example, point patterns which approach a random dense packing of hard
spheres, or a randomly perturbed hexagonal lattice, can be constructed as realisations of certain
Gibbs models. Existing methods for fitting Gibbs models to the data, such as maximum pseudo-
likelihood (Baddeley and Turner [2], Besag [7], Billiot et al. [8], Coeurjolly and Drouilhet [10],
Goulard et al. [20]), tend to be numerically unstable in the nearly-rigid case. The likelihood-
based procedures require very long computation time for simulations. Other existing methods
are generally based on an equilibrium equation involving the addition or removal of points of the
process; such transitions may be impossible, or rare, if the model is too rigid. Moreover, most of
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the existing methods are based on the (Papangelou) conditional intensity; in some recent work
(Dereudre [12], Dereudre and Lavancier [15], Dereudre et al. [13]), geometrically rigid point
patterns are generated using Gibbs models which violate the usual assumption that the probabil-
ity density is hereditary, so that the conditional intensity may not exist. Although the classical
procedures of pseudolikelihood and Takacs–Fiksel estimation have been generalized to the non-
hereditary setting (Coeurjolly et al. [9], Dereudre and Lavancier [15]), the associated estimators
remain unavailable or inefficient if the process is too rigid (see, e.g., the simulations presented in
Dereudre and Lavancier [14]).

In this paper, we propose an alternative approach to parameter estimation which is motivated
by the variational estimators of Almeida and Gidas [1] for discrete space Markov random fields.
This approach does not require the hereditary property. It is based on an equilibrium equation
involving infinitesimal perturbation of the local energy and test functionals (see equation (20)).
The use of infinitesimal perturbations seems naturally well-adapted for rigid models, since it
does not require addition or removal of points. A necessary assumption to obtain identification
is that the interaction potential is not constant. Therefore, one of the first consequences is that
the intensity parameter z of the Gibbs process cannot be fitted, since it corresponds to a constant
point potential − ln(z). Let us note that the parameters of a Gibbs process (apart from z) can be
estimated without knowing the value of z. If necessary, the intensity parameter z may be fitted
in a second step using another procedure, such as maximum pseudolikelihood, which performs
well when interaction parameters are fixed.

Finally, we note that our procedure is quicker than existing ones, since it does not require
simulation, numerical integration or optimization with respect to the parameters. The algorithm
is very simple to implement, and requires only the computation of sums and the inversion of a
linear system of size equal to the number of parameters (see (26), (30)). The estimator is exact
and explicit.

In Section 2, we introduce notation and basic definitions for (grand canonical) Gibbs pro-
cesses. In Section 3, the variational equilibrium equations are stated in stationary and non-
stationary versions. In Section 4, the variational procedure is also presented in two versions,
corresponding to the two variational equations. In Section 5, asymptotic properties are investi-
gated. We show that both procedures are strongly consistent and we prove asymptotic normality
for one of them. In Section 6, we present a large class of examples for which the procedure
is available. We choose two typical examples coming from statistical mechanics and stochastic
geometry (Lennard-Jones model, Hard sphere model). Section 7 is devoted to simulation experi-
ments, where the variational procedure is applied in three situations corresponding to non-rigid,
rigid and very rigid cases of the Lennard-Jones point process.

2. Definitions and notation

2.1. State spaces and reference measures

Our setting is Euclidean space R
d of arbitrary dimension d ≥ 1. An element of R

d is denoted by
x = (x(1), . . . , x(d)). Lebesgue measure on R

d is denoted by λd .
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Definition 1. A configuration is a subset ω of R
d which is locally finite, meaning that ω ∩ �

has finite cardinality N�(ω) = #(ω ∩ �) for every bounded Borel set �. The space � of all
configurations is equipped with the σ -algebra F generated by the counting variables N�.

The symbol � will always refer to a bounded Borel set in R
d . It will often be convenient to

write ω� in place of ω ∩ �. We abbreviate ω ∪ {x} to ω ∪ x and abbreviate ω\{x} to ω\x for
every ω and every x in ω. For k points x1,x2, . . . ,xk in R

d , we denote by x1...k the configuration
x1 ∪ · · · ∪ xk and for 1 ≤ i ≤ k, denote by x1...k\i the configuration x1...k \ xi .

As usual, we take the reference measure on (�, F ) to be the distribution πz of the Poisson
point process with intensity measure zλd (z > 0) on R

d . Recall that πz is the unique probability
measure on (�, F ) such that the following hold for all subsets �: (i) N� is Poisson distributed
with parameter zλd(�), and (ii) conditional on N� = n, the n points in � are independent with
uniform distribution on �, for each integer n ≥ 1. The Poisson point process restricted to � will
be denoted πz

�.
In this paper, we consider only point process distributions (probability measures P on �) such

that the intensity measure m on R
d , defined by m(�) = EP (N�), for any �, is σ -finite. Here

EP denotes expectation with respect to P . We denote by C!
P the reduced Campbell measure of

P defined on R
d × � by

C!
P (g) =

∫ ∑
x∈ω

g(x,ω \ x)P (dω) (1)

for any positive measurable function g from R
d × � to R.

Translation by a vector u ∈ R
d is denoted by τu, whether acting on R

d or on �. When P is
stationary (i.e., P = P ◦ τ−1

u for any u in R
d ) the intensity measure has the form m = z(P )λd

and there exists a unique probability measure P !0, called the reduced Palm measure, such that

C!
P (g) = z(P )

∫ ∫
g(x, τxω)P !0(dω)λd(dx). (2)

See Matthes et al. [24] for more details about Campbell and Palm measures.

2.2. Interaction

We shall define the interaction energy in a general setting, along the lines of Preston [27]. Thus,
we do not assume that the local densities come from a multibody interaction potential. This
general viewpoint allows us to deal with the non-hereditary case (see Definition 4 below).

Definition 2. A family of energies is a collection H = (H�), indexed by bounded Borel sets
�, of measurable functions from � to R ∪ {+∞} such that, for every � ⊂ �′, there exists a
measurable function ϕ�,�′ from � to R ∪ {+∞} such that for every ω ∈ �

H�′(ω) = H�(ω) + ϕ�,�′(ω�c). (3)
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Equation (3) is equivalent to (6.11) and (6.12) in Preston [27], page 92. In physical terms,
H�(ω) = H�(ω� ∪ ω�c) represents the potential energy of ω� inside � given the configuration
ω�c outside �.

Definition 3. A configuration ω has locally finite energy with respect to a family of energies
H = (H�) if, for every �, the energy H�(ω) is finite. We denote by � �=∞(H) or simply ��=∞
the space of configurations which have a locally finite energy.

Definition 4. A family of energies H = (H�) is hereditary if for all �, all ω ∈ � and x ∈ �

H�(ω) = +∞ ⇒ H�(ω ∪ x) = +∞. (4)

The assumption (4) is necessary in many papers, for example, Nguyen and Zessin [25], Ruelle
[29]. In this setting, the local energy h(x,ω) is defined for every ω ∈ � �=∞ and x /∈ ω by

h(x,ω) = H�(ω ∪ x) − H�(ω) (5)

for any � containing x. Note that by (3), this definition does not depend on �.
Some recent work deals with non-hereditary Gibbs models (Dereudre [12], Dereudre and

Lavancier [15], Dereudre et al. [13]). This setting occurs only if the family of energies has a
hardcore part, that is, if ��=∞((H�)) �= �. Henceforth we will not assume that the energy is
hereditary. The equations and estimators presented in the following sections are available in the
hereditary or non-hereditary setting.

2.3. Gibbs point processes

We are now in a position to define Gibbs measures. Let us make an integrability assumption on
the family of energies, equivalent to (6.8) in Preston [27].

Definition 5. The family of energies H = (H�) is integrable if, for every � and every ω in � �=∞,
we have

0 <

∫
e−H�(ω′

�∪ω�c )πz
�(dω′

�) < +∞. (6)

The second inequality in (6) is in general ensured by the stability of the energy functions. The
first inequality is obvious in the classical hereditary setting, while in the non-hereditary case, it
remains true under reasonable assumptions (e.g., Dereudre [12], Dereudre et al. [13]).

Under this integrability assumption, for every � and every ω in � �=∞, the local conditional
density f� is defined by

f�(ω) = 1

Z�(ω�c)
e−H�(ω), (7)

where Z�(ω�c) is the normalization constant defined by Z�(ω�c) = ∫
e−H�(ω′

�∪ω�c )πz
�(dω′

�).
Note that from (6), 0 < Z�(ω�c) < +∞ and therefore this local density is well-defined.
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The usual definition of a “Gibbs point process” is equivalent to the following (Georgii [18],
page 28).

Definition 6. A probability measure P on � is a (grand canonical) Gibbs measure for the inte-
grable family of energies H = (H�) and the intensity z > 0 if P(��=∞) = 1 and, for every �,
for any measurable and integrable function g from � to R,∫

g(ω)P (dω) =
∫ ∫

g(ω′
� ∪ ω�c)f�(ω′

� ∪ ω�c)πz
�(dω′

�)P (dω). (8)

Equivalently, for P -almost every ω the conditional law of P given ω�c is absolutely continuous
with respect to πz

� with the density f�.

The equations (8) are called the Dobrushin–Lanford–Ruelle (DLR) equations. We denote by
G the set of Gibbs measures.

For every �, every k ≥ 0 and every ω in � �=∞, define

Z�,k(ω�c) =
∫

�k

e−H�(x1...k∪ω�c ) dx1 · · · dxk.

Under the integrability assumption (6), Z�,k(ω�c) is always finite and there exists at least one
k such that Z�,k(ω�c) > 0. Provided 0 < Z�,k(ω�c) < ∞ we may define the local conditional
density for fixed k,

f�,k(ω) = 1

Z�,k(ω�c)
e−H�(ω)1{N�(ω) = k}. (9)

Definition 7. A probability measure P on � is a (canonical) Gibbs measure for the integrable
family of energies H = (H�) if P(��=∞) = 1 and, for every �, for any measurable and inte-
grable function g from � to R,

∫
g(ω)P (dω) =

∞∑
k=0

∫ ∫
�k

1{N�(ω)=k}g(x1...k ∪ ω�c)

(10)
× f�,k(x1...k ∪ ω�c)dx1 · · · dxkP (dω).

Equivalently, for every k ≥ 0, for P -almost every ω such that f�,k(ω) is well defined, the condi-
tional law of P given ω�c and N�(ω) = k is absolutely continuous with respect to π�(·|N� = k)

with density |�|kf�,k .

The results in Section 3 below are proved for canonical Gibbs measures. It is obvious that any
Gibbs measure P is also a canonical Gibbs measure. Therefore, the results remain true for Gibbs
measures.

Let us note that any canonical Gibbs measure admits the mixture representation P =∫
Pzν(dz), where ν is a probability measure on R

+ and Pz a Gibbs measure for intensity z

(see Georgii [17] and Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 in Preston [27]).
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Let us recall the famous Nguyen–Zessin equation (Nguyen and Zessin [25]), which is available
only in the hereditary setting. For any Gibbs measure P ,

C!
P = ze−hλd ⊗ P. (11)

A generalization in the non-hereditary setting is investigated in Dereudre and Lavancier [15].

3. Variational equation for Gibbs point processes

3.1. Definitions and notation

First, we introduce the concept of a differentiable point in a configuration.

Definition 8. Let ω be a configuration and x a point in R
d such that x /∈ ω. We say that a family

H = (H�) is differentiable at (x,ω) if there exists an open neighborhood V around x in R
d and

a bounded set � containing V such that the function V → R ∪ {∞} defined by y �→ H�(ω ∪ y)

is differentiable at x in the usual sense. By convention, if this function is equal to infinity on V ,
we take the derivative to be zero. We denote by ∇H(x,ω) the corresponding gradient, and by
∂H

∂x(i) (x,ω) its ith coordinate.

The notation ∇H(x,ω) is well-defined since this quantity does not depend on � by (3). Note
that, in the hereditary setting, differentiability of (H�) is equivalent to differentiability of the lo-
cal energy h(x,ω) with respect to the first variable x. Then it is clear that ∇H(x,ω) = ∇xh(x,ω).

We say that (H�) is λd -a.e. differentiable if, for every ω, ∇H(x,ω) exists for λd -almost
every x. Henceforth we assume that (H�) is λd -a.e. differentiable.

Next, we introduce classes of functionals used in the sequel.

Definition 9. Let g be a measurable function from R
d × � to R.

We say g is λd -a.e. differentiable if for any ω the function x �→ g(x,ω) is λd -a.e. differentiable.
We denote the gradient function by ∇g(x,ω) and its ith coordinate by ∂g

∂x(i) (x,ω).

We say that g is shift invariant if, for any vector u in R
d , g(τu(x), τu(ω)) = g(x,ω) for all x

and ω.
We say that g has compact support if there exists a compact set K in R

d such that g(x,ω) = 0
for all x outside K and all ω.

Recall that a function f : R → R is absolutely continuous on [a, b] if it is differentiable λ-a.e.
on [a, b] and if, for any x ∈ [a, b], f (x) − f (a) = ∫ x

a
f ′(t)λ(dt). For example any Lipschitzian

function is absolutely continuous.

Definition 10. Let g be a measurable function from R
d × � to R. We say g is regular-

izing with respect to (H�) if for every ω, every a > 0, every 1 ≤ i ≤ d and λ-a.e. every
x(1), . . . , x(i−1), x(i+1), . . . , x(d) in [−a, a] the function [−a, a] → R ∪ {∞} defined by

x(i) �→ g(x,ω)e−H[−a,a]d (ω∪x) (12)
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is absolutely continuous.

If g is λd -a.e. differentiable and regularizing, then for λd -almost every x the derivative of (12)
is equal to (

∂g

∂x(i)
(x,ω) − g(x,ω)

∂H

∂x(i)
(x,ω)

)
e−H[−a,a]d (ω∪x)

.

In many situations, it becomes easier to check the regularizing condition, in particular when the
energy functions (H�) are regular. For instance, in many examples in Section 6, the function (12)
will be continuous and piecewise differentiable which ensures absolute continuity. Nevertheless,
we state the most general condition in order to investigate the largest possible class of examples.

We denote by CR = CR(H�) the class of functions g which are λd -a.e. differentiable and
regularizing with respect to (H�). The subclass CR,K consists of those functions g ∈ CR which
have compact support; the subclass CR,τ consists of those g which are shift invariant.

3.2. The general variational equation

Proposition 1. Let P be a canonical Gibbs measure for the energy functions (H�). Then for
every function g in the class CR,K such that

C!
P (|∇g| + |g∇H |) < ∞, (13)

we have

C!
P (∇g) = C!

P (g∇H). (14)

First, we remark that the expectation in (13) is meaningful. Indeed let g be a function in C R,K

with compact support �. From (10),

C!
P (|∇g| + |g∇H |)

=
∫ ∑

x∈ω�

|∇g(x,ω \ x)| + |g∇H(x,ω \ x)|P(dω)

(15)

=
+∞∑
k=1

∫
1{N�(ω)=k}
Z�,k(ω�c)

k∑
i=1

∫
�k

(|∇g| + |g∇H |)(xi ,ω�c ∪ x1...k\i )

× e−H�(ω�c∪x1...k) dx1 · · · dxkP (dω).

For every ω, by definition (∇g + g∇H)(x,ω) is defined for λd -almost every x, so the integral in
(15) is well-defined (either finite or infinite).

In the hereditary setting this equation characterizes the canonical Gibbs measures if the energy
functions (H�) are sufficiently regular (Dereudre [11] Theorem 1). However it is clear that the
characterization of canonical Gibbs measures via (14) in the non-hereditary setting is false in
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general. Similar problems have been noted in Dereudre and Lavancier [15]; see Remark 1 after
Proposition 2 below.

Proof of Proposition 1. Let g be a function in C R,τ satisfying (13) with compact support con-
tained in � = [−a, a]d . The following calculations are available thanks to the integrability as-
sumption (13). As in (15), we have

C!
P (∇g − g∇H) =

+∞∑
k=1

∫
1{N�(ω)=k}
Z�,k(ω�c)

k∑
i=1

I�
i,k(ω�c)P (dω), (16)

where

I�
i,k(ω�c) =

∫
�k

(∇g(xi ,ω�c ∪ x1...k\i )
(17)

− g(xi ,ω�c ∪ x1...k\i )∇H(xi ,ω�c ∪ x1...k\i )
)
e−H�(ω�c∪x1...k) dx1 · · · dxk.

Next, we show that I�
i,k(ω�c) = 0 for every ω�c , every k ≥ 1 and every 1 ≤ i ≤ k. Consider the

j th coordinate of I�
i,k(ω�c) which is denoted by [I�

i,k(ω�c)](j)
. By Fubini’s theorem, and since g

is regularizing, we obtain

[I�
i,k(ω�c)](j)

:=
∫

�

. . .

∫
�

(
∂g

∂x(j)
(xi ,ω�c ∪ x1...k\i ) − g(xi ,ω�c ∪ x1...k\i )

∂H

∂x(j)
(xi ,ω�c ∪ x1...k\i )

)

× e−H�(ω�c∪x1∪···∪xk) dx1 · · · dxk

=
∫

�

. . .

∫
�

(∫
[−a,a]d−1

(∫ a

−a

∂

∂x
(j)
i

(
g(xi ,ω�c ∪ x1...k\i )e−H�(xi ,ω�c∪x1...k\i ))dx

(j)
i

)
(18)

dx
(1)
i · · · dx

(j−1)
i dx

(j+1)
i · · · dx

(d)
i

)
dx1 · · · dxi−1 dxi+1 dxk

=
∫

�

. . .

∫
�

(∫
[−a,a]d−1

[
g(xi ,ω�c ∪ x1...k\i )e−H�(xi ,ω�c∪x1...k\i )]a

x
(j)
i =−a

dx
(1)
i · · · dx

(j−1)
i dx

(j+1)
i · · · dx

(d)
i

)
dx1 · · · dxi−1 dxi+1 dxk

= 0.

The last equality is due to the fact that g has compact support inside �. This proves the proposi-
tion. �
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3.3. Variational equation in the stationary case

Here we give a counterpart of Proposition 1 in the setting of stationary point processes. As usual
in this context, we assume the energy functions (H�) are shift-invariant, meaning that for any
vector u in R

d , any configuration ω and any �, we have H�(ω) = Hτu(�)(τu(ω)).

Proposition 2. Let P be a stationary canonical Gibbs measure for shift-invariant energy func-
tions (H�). Write E!0 for the expectation with respect to the reduced Palm distribution P !0 de-
fined in (2). Then for every function g in the class C R,τ such that

E!0(|∇g(0,ω)| + |g(0,ω)| + |g(0,ω)∇H(0,ω)|) < ∞, (19)

we have

E!0(∇g(0,ω)) = E!0(g(0,ω)∇H(0,ω)). (20)

The most important difference between (14) and (20) is that, in the latter, the function g is not
assumed to have compact support with respect to the first variable. This assumption was crucial
to the proof of Proposition 1, as it ensures that the integral of the derivative is zero in (18). Here
stationarity replaces this assumption. This kind of result was not observed in Almeida and Gidas
[1]. A condition like (1.2) in Almeida and Gidas [1] (namely

∫
Rn ∇ · (W(α)πθ (x))dx = 0 for

α = 1, . . . ,m) is not required in this setting of stationary Gibbs point processes.

Proof of Proposition 2. Let g be a function in C R,τ satisfying (19). For any n ≥ 1 we denote by
�n the set [−n,n]d and ∂�n the border of �n defined by �n \ �n−1. Let ψn be a differentiable
partition of unity, that is, a function from R

d to R such that ψ is zero outside �n and equal to 1
inside �n−1. We assume that |ψn(x)| and |∇ψn(x)| are uniformly bounded with respect to x and
n by a finite positive constant Cψ . Define the function gn(x,ω) = ψn(x)g(x,ω). We claim that
gn satisfies the assumptions of Proposition 1. Indeed it is clear than gn has compact support, so
gn is in CR,K . It remains to check the integrability assumption (19). From (2) and noting that the
functions g, ∇g and ∇H are shift invariant, we have

C!
P (|∇gn| + |gn∇H |) ≤ z(P )

∫ ∫
(|∇ψn||g| + |ψn||∇g| + |ψn||g∇H |)

× (x, τxω)P !0(dω)λd(dx) (21)

≤ z(P )λd(�n)Cψ

∫
(|g| + |∇g| + |g∇H |)(0,ω)P !0(dω) < ∞.

Applying Proposition 1 to gn we obtain

EP

[ ∑
x∈�n

(∇gn(x,ω \ x) − gn(x,ω \ x)∇H(x,ω \ x)
)] = 0.
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By stationarity, and since gn and ∇gn on �n−1 are equivalent to g and ∇g, respectively, it follows
that

0 = EP

[ ∑
x∈∂�n

(∇ψn(x)gn(x,ω \ x) + ∇gn(x,ω \ x)ψn(x)

− ψn(x,ω \ x)g(x,ω \ x)∇H(x,ω \ x)
)]

(22)

+ z(P )λd(�n−1)E!0(∇g(0,ω) − g(0,ω)∇H(0,ω)
)
.

By a similar calculation as for (21), we deduce that the first term in (22) is bounded by Kλd(∂�n)

for 0 < K < ∞. Dividing (22) by nd and letting n tend to infinity, the first term vanishes and we
obtain (20). �

Remark 1. For many choices of the function g in Proposition 2, the equation (20) is the triv-
ial identity 0 = 0. For, suppose that the energy functions (H�) are symmetric, in the sense
that H�(x,ω) = Hς(�)(ς(x), ς(ω)) where ς is the symmetric transformation in R

d defined by
ς(x) = −x. Suppose that the measure P is also symmetric, P = P ◦ ς−1. This situation applies
to all examples in Section 6. Therefore, for any symmetric function g in CR,τ , it follows that ∇g

and ∇H are anti-symmetric (i.e., ∇g(x,ω) = −∇g(ς(x), ς(ω))) and we deduce

E!0(∇g(0,ω)) = −E!0(∇g(0,−ω)) = −E!0(∇g(0,ω)) = 0.

A similar calculation also gives E!0(g(0,ω)∇H(0,ω)) = 0.
This remark shows that, in order to obtain useful instances of the equation (20), the choice of

function g is delicate. In the next section, we will see that an interesting choice will be g = divH

provided this belongs to CR,τ . In this situation, g is anti-symmetric.

4. Variational estimator procedure for exponential models

Now we assume the energy functions depend on parameters θ = (θ1, . . . , θp) in R
p in the linear

form

H θ
� = θ · H� := θ1H

1
� + · · · + θpH

p
�

where (H�) = ((H 1
�), . . . , (H

p
�)) is a suite of p families of energy functions. The resulting

point process model is an exponential family in the sense of Barndorff-Nielsen [5], Küchler
and Sørensen [22].

In the remainder of the paper, we assume that (H�) is shift invariant and that, for some θ ∈
R

p , there exists a stationary canonical Gibbs measure P for the energy functions (H θ
�). In the

following, we use CR,K to denote the intersection of all classes CR,K((H i
�)) for 1 ≤ i ≤ p, and

similarly for CR,τ .
In this setting, we present two estimation procedures for θ . The first, called shift-invariant

estimation is based on the equilibrium equation (20) in Proposition 2. This estimator is very nat-
ural and exploits the stationarity of the process. The second procedure, called grid estimation, is
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based on the equilibrium equation (14) in Proposition 1. In this case, we subdivide the observa-
tion window using a grid, and apply the equilibrium equation (14) in each cell of the grid. This
procedure is less natural than the first, but seems to enjoy better asymptotic properties. In the
next section, we show that both procedures are strongly consistent, but we are only able to prove
asymptotic normality for the second procedure.

4.1. Shift-invariant estimation procedure

From Proposition 2, for any function g in the class CR,τ satisfying the integrability assump-
tion (19) for any energy functions (Hk

�), 1 ≤ k ≤ p, we obtain

θ1E!0[g(0,ω)∇H 1(0,ω)] + · · · + θpE!0[g(0,ω)∇Hp(0,ω)] = E!0[∇g(0,ω)]. (23)

This vectorial equation in dimension d with p parameters gives a linear system of equations
for θ . However, in many situations, the symmetry properties of the functions g and the energy
functions (Hk

�) (see examples in Section 6) give d identical equations in (23). Consequently, we
keep only one equation in summing the d equations in (23). This seems to be the best strategy
for extracting maximum possible information from the data. Therefore, in the following, the
divergence operator div = ∂

∂x(1) + · · · + ∂

∂x(d) is used in place of the gradient operator. Now a
system of p equations is obtained by choosing p functions g1, . . . , gp in CR,τ satisfying the
integrability assumption (19).

Denoting by A the p × p matrix

Ai,j = E!0[gi(0,ω)divHj(0,ω)], (24)

and by b = (b1, . . . , bp) the p-vector

bi = E!0[divgi(0,ω)], (25)

the system of linear equations to determine θ is then Aθ = b.
Classically, we approximate A and b by the empirical average. So for every n ≥ 1, denote by

�n the set [−n,n]d and for P -almost every realization ω define the matrix Â(n) with entries

Â
(n)
i,j =

∑
x∈ω�n

gi(x,ω)divHj(x,ω),

and the vector b̂(n) with entries

b̂
(n)
i =

∑
x∈ω�n

divgi(x,ω).

These are unnormalised empirical sums; (1/N�n(ω))Â(n) and (1/N�n(ω))b̂(n) are consistent
estimates of A and b, respectively. If the matrix Â(n) is invertible, we define the estimator θ̂ (n)

by

θ̂ (n) = (Â(n))−1b̂(n). (26)
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Under suitable assumptions, the invertibility of Â(n) for sufficiently large n and the strong con-
sistency of this estimator are proved in Proposition 3 of Section 5.

4.2. Grid estimation procedure

In this section, the cells of the grid are the cubes �u = τu([0,1]d) for any u in Z
d . By a classical

rescaling procedure, it is always possible to consider a grid with cubes of side length a > 0. For
any function g in CR,K with compact support in �0 and satisfying integrability assumption (13)
for any energy functions (H i

�), 1 ≤ i ≤ p, we obtain by Proposition 1

EP

[ ∑
x∈ω�0

∇g(x,ω \ x)

]

= θ1EP

[ ∑
x∈ω�0

g(x,ω \ x)∇H 1(x,ω \ x)

]
+ · · · (27)

+ θpEP

[ ∑
x∈ω�0

g(x,ω \ x)∇Hp(x,ω \ x)

]
.

As in the first estimation procedure, we sum these equations and we use the divergence operator
in place of the gradient. So by choosing p such functions g1, . . . , gp , we denote by A the p × p

matrix

Ai,j = EP

[ ∑
x∈ω�0

gi(x,ω \ x)divHj(x,ω \ x)

]
(28)

and by b = (b1, . . . , bp) the p-vector

bi = EP

[ ∑
x∈ω�0

divgi(x,ω \ x)

]
. (29)

As in the first estimation procedure, the system of linear equations to determine θ is then Aθ = b.
For any function g in CR,K with compact support in �0, we denote by ḡ its periodic version

defined by ḡ(x,ω) = ∑
u∈Zd g(τu(x), τu(ω)). Then the unnormalised empirical approximations

of A and b are defined for every n ≥ 1 and P -almost every realization ω by

Â
(n)
i,j =

∑
x∈ω�n

ḡi(x,ω \ x)divHj(x,ω \ x),

b̂
(n)
i =

∑
x∈ω�n

div ḡi (x,ω \ x).

As in the first procedure, if the matrix Â(n) is invertible, θ̂ (n) is defined by

θ̂ (n) = (
Â(n)

)−1
b̂(n). (30)
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Under suitable assumptions, the invertibility of Â(n) for sufficiently large n, strong consistency
and asymptotic normality of this estimator are proved in Propositions 3 and 5 of Section 5.

5. Asymptotic properties of the estimators

5.1. Strong consistency

Proposition 3. Let P be a stationary canonical Gibbs measure for shift invariant energy func-
tions H θ

�. Let g1, . . . , gp be functions in the class CR,τ (resp., in CR,K with compact support
in �0) satisfying the integrability assumption (19) (resp., (13)) for all (H i

�), 1 ≤ i ≤ p. We as-
sume also that, for any Gibbs measure P̃ with energy functions H θ

�, the matrix A defined in (24)
(resp., in (28)) via P̃ is invertible. Then for P -almost every realization ω, for sufficiently large n

the matrix Â(n) is invertible and the estimator θ̂ (n) defined in (26) (resp., in (30)) converges to θ .
That is, θ̂ (n) is strongly consistent.

Proof. Let P be a stationary canonical Gibbs measure and P = ∫
Pzν(dz) its mixture represen-

tation mentioned after Definition 7. Each Gibbs measure Pz is itself a mixture of ergodic Gibbs
measures and therefore P is also a mixture of ergodic Gibbs measures (Georgii [17,18]).

So, for any P -a.e realization ω, ω is also a realization of an ergodic Gibbs measure P̃ . By
ergodic theorem, the normalized matrix Â(n) and vector b̂(n) converge P̃ -a.s. to the matrix A and
vector b defined via P̃ . Thanks to the equilibrium equations (14), (20) and the assumption that
A is invertible for any Gibbs measure, the rest of the proof is clear. �

As in Almeida and Gidas [1], it is not easy to find general conditions on g1, . . . , gp which
ensure that the matrix A is invertible. Nevertheless, there is one interesting choice for which it is
easy to prove it. Let us develop this situation in the rest of the section.

In Almeida and Gidas [1], the authors propose to define gi = divHi . We follow this idea with
a small modification. Indeed, in general, there is no reason why divHi should be regularizing,
satisfy the integrability assumption (19) or have compact support in �0. So we propose the
following variant. Let us choose a fixed nonnegative function � from R

d × � to R and define

gi = � divHi, 1 ≤ i ≤ p. (31)

In the setting of shift invariant estimation, we will assume that � is shift invariant. In the
setting of grid estimation, we will assume that � has compact support contained in �0.

Proposition 4. Suppose that the functions (gi)1≤i≤p defined as in (31) satisfy the following
identifiability assumption: for any X ∈ R

p ,

the function
∑

x∈�0

�(x,ω \ x)|X� · div H(x,ω \ x)| = 0, P -a.s. iff X = 0. (32)

Then the associated matrix A defined in (24) or (28) is invertible as soon as all the terms are
integrable.
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Let us remark that in the case of shift-invariant estimation, the identification assumption (32)
can be reformulated by: for any X ∈ R

p ,

the function �(0,ω)X� · div H(0,ω) = 0, P !0-a.s. iff X = 0. (33)

Proof of Proposition 4. In the shift invariant setting, from (2) we observe that the expressions
for A in (24) and (28) are equivalent up to a multiplicative scalar z(P ). We shall prove that A

defined in (28) is invertible, by showing it is positive-definite. Let X be a vector in R
p . We have

X�AX = X� · EP

[ ∑
x∈ω�0

�(x,ω \ x)div H(x,ω \ x)
(
div H(x,ω \ x)

)�
]

· X

= EP

[ ∑
x∈ω�0

�(x,ω \ x)
(
X� · div H(x,ω \ x)

)2
]
.

Since � is nonnegative, this quantity is nonnegative and thanks to the identification assump-
tion (32) it is positive as soon as X �= 0. �

Remark 2. When gi = ψ divHi , some terms in the matrix A and the vector b can be simplified if
the point process P is symmetric in each direction. Indeed, following the arguments in Remark 1,

it is easy to show that E!0( ∂H i

∂x(k)
∂Hj

∂x(l) ) = 0 and E!0( ∂2Hi

∂x(k)∂x(l) ) = 0 as soon as k �= l. Therefore, in
the setting of shift invariant estimator, the matrix A and vector b have the following simpler
expression,

Ai,j = E!0
[
�(0,ω)

(
d∑

k=1

∂H i

∂x(k)
(0,ω)

∂Hj

∂x(k)
(0,ω)

)]
, (34)

and

bi = E!0[�(0,ω)�Hi(0,ω) + div�(0,ω)H i(0,ω)], (35)

where � denotes the classical Laplacian operator
∑d

k=1
∂2

∂2x(k) . Obviously an analogue simplifi-
cation occurs for the grid estimator and these modifications should be incorporated in the com-
putation of the empirical matrix Ân and vector b̂n.

Note that the variational estimator of Almeida and Gidas [1] is an example of a time-invariance
estimator Baddeley [4], that is, it can be derived from properties of the infinitesimal generator of
a certain diffusion. In our case, the variational estimator can again be viewed as a time-invariance
estimator, associated with the diffusion with drift ∇H .

5.2. Asymptotic normality

We have seen above that shift invariant estimation seems more natural than the grid estimation in
the context of stationary processes. Nevertheless, in this section we prove asymptotic normality
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for the grid estimator, while we did not succeed in showing it for the shift invariant estimator.
However, in the simulations presented in Section 7, we do not notice difference between the
asymptotic properties of these both estimators.

A function g on R
d × � is said to have a finite range R with 0 < R < ∞ if for all x and ω

g(x,ω) = g
(
x,ωB(x,R)

)
.

Proposition 5. Let P be a stationary ergodic Gibbs measure for shift invariant energy functions
H θ

�. Let g1, . . . , gp be functions in the class in CR,K satisfying the assumptions of Proposition 3.
Moreover, we assume that the functions (gi) and (∇Hi) have finite range R > 0, and that for
every 1 ≤ i, j ≤ p

EP

(∣∣∣∣ ∑
x∈ω�0

(∇gi(x,ω \ x) + gi∇Hj(x,ω \x x)
)∣∣∣∣

3)
< ∞. (36)

Then the estimator θ̂ (n) is asymptotically normal,

λd(�n)
1/2(θ̂ (n) − θ

) ⇒ N (0,A−1�A), (37)

where ⇒ denotes convergence in distribution as n → ∞, and � is the matrix defined in (41).

Let us notice that in Proposition 5, we assume that P is ergodic which ensures, in general, that
P is an extremal Gibbs measure. If it is not the case, then by the classical mixture argument, we
prove that the left term in (37) converges in distribution to a mixture of normal laws.

Proof. From the definition (30) we have

Â(n)
(
θ̂ (n) − θ

) = b̂(n) − Â(n)θ .

Since the assumptions of Proposition 3 hold and since P is ergodic, the matrix λd(�n)
−1Â(n)

converges almost surely to A, which is invertible. The proof will be complete if we can show that
the vector Zn = λd(�n)

−1/2(b(n) − Â(n)θ) converges in distribution to N (0,�). Denote by Zi
n

the ith coordinate of Zn, we have

Zi
n = λd(�n)

−1/2
∑

u∈Zd∩[−n,n−1]d
Y i

u,

where

Y i
u =

∑
x∈ω�u

(
div ḡi (x,ω \ x) −

p∑
j=1

θj ḡi(x,ω \ x)divHj(x,ω \ x)

)

where again �u = τu([0,1]d).
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We apply Theorem 2.1 in Jensen and Künsch [21] to obtain a Central Limit theorem for Zn.
Let us check the three fundamental assumptions (38), (39) and (40) below. For every u in Z

d ,
consider the neighborhood of u defined by

Vu = {v ∈ Z
d , there exist x ∈ �u,y ∈ �v such that |x − y| ≤ R}.

From the finite range of (gi) and (∇Hi), it is easy to remark that

Y i
u(ω) = Y i

u

( ⋃
v∈Vu

ω�v

)
. (38)

From stationarity of P , shift invariance of H, definition of ḡi and integrability assumption (36),
we obtain that for every u ∈ Z

d and every 1 ≤ i ≤ p

EP (|Y i
u|3) = EP (|Y i

0 |3) < ∞. (39)

In Proposition 1, the equation (14) remains valid if P is replaced by P(·|ω�c) where � is the
compact support of g. For, in the proof we show that I�

i,k(ω�c) = 0 for every ω�c , every k ≥ 1
and every 1 ≤ i ≤ k. Since the function gi has a compact support in �0, we deduce that for every
1 ≤ i ≤ p and u ∈ Z

d

EP (Y i
u|ω�c

u
) = 0. (40)

Applying Theorem 2.1 in Jensen and Künsch [21], we conclude that Zn converges in distribution
to N (0,�) where � is the p × p matrix defined by

�i,j = EP

( ∑
v∈V0

Y i
0Y i

v

)
. (41)

The proposition is proved. �

To prove asymptotic normality for the shift invariant estimator, we can apply the same argu-
ment as in the proof in Proposition 5. Nevertheless it is not possible to show that Zn satisfies
a Central Limit theorem via Theorem 2.1 in Jensen and Künsch [21] because the fundamental
property (40) fails in this situation. An alternative solution would be to substitute (40) by some
mixing properties of the Gibbs measure P . We do not investigate this solution here since we think
that our estimators are interesting in the setting of rigid point processes with strong interaction.
It is well known that mixing properties are not established in this setting. Asymptotic normality
of the shift invariant estimator is not established.

6. Examples

In this section, we present examples which are amenable to the estimation procedures described
in Section 4. The first example is a model with unbounded and finite range pairwise potential
without hardcore part. The second involves a model of hardcore spheres with interaction.
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For the shift-invariant estimators, we will always choose the functions gi with the form

gi(x,ω) = �(x,ω)divHi(x,ω), 1 ≤ i ≤ p, (42)

where � is a shift invariant function from R
d ×� to R which we will determine for each model.

For the grid estimator, we will choose the functions gi with the form

gi(x,ω) = ψ(x)�(x,ω)divHi(x,ω), 1 ≤ i ≤ p, (43)

where ψ is a continuous and piecewise differentiable function from R
d to R with a compact

support exactly equals to [0,1]d and such that ∇ψ is bounded. This function is fixed for all the
models. An example of such a function ψ is

ψ(x) = 1[0,1]d (x)

d∏
i=1

x(i)
(
1 − x(i)

)
. (44)

6.1. Pairwise interaction model

In this section we study a general, unbounded, pairwise potential with finite range. The infinite
range case could be also investigated, but it is more complicated to present: tempered configura-
tions have to be introduced, and the integrability assumptions are much more difficult to obtain.
Moreover in statistical applications, the infinite range case has limited interest because the ob-
servation window is typically bounded.

We assume also that the interaction does not include a hard core; this setting is addressed in the
next section. Let (ϕi)1≤i≤p be p twice differentiable functions from ]0,+∞[ to R ∪ {+∞} with
compact support. We denote by R0 the common range of all potentials (ϕi) (i.e., a real R0 > 0
such that every function ϕi is null on [R0,+∞[). The energy functions (H i

�) are defined by

Hi
�(ω) =

∑
{x,y}∈ω

{x,y}∩��=∅

ϕi

(
(x − y)2). (45)

The infinite sum in (45) is well defined for every ω in � since the functions (ϕi) have compact
supports. The classical way to define a pairwise interaction is in general via the quantities ϕ(|x −
y|) but in our setting it is simpler to use the equivalent form ϕ((x − y)2) since we will compute
derivatives with respect to the coordinates.

The global energy functions of the system are then defined by the linear combination H θ
� =

θ1H
1
� + · · · + θpH

p
� for θ ∈ R

p . Define the potential ϕθ = θ1ϕ1 + · · · + θpϕp . We assume that
the potential r → ϕθ (r2) is superstable and lower regular (conditions (SS) and (LR) in Ru-
elle [29], pages 131–132). These conditions assume that double sums of pair potential terms∑

i �=j ϕθ (xi ,xj ) can be bounded from below by suitable expressions: the details are not required
for this paper. These conditions ensure the existence of a stationary Gibbs measure P (Ruelle
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[29], Theorem 5.8) for any intensity z > 0 and provide also the following property (Ruelle [29],
Corollary 2.9): for every R > 0, there exists α > 0 such that

EP (eαN2
B(0,R) ) < 0. (46)

We emphasise that the component functions ϕi(r
2) are not assumed to be superstable and lower

regular for each i.
For this example, the function � in (42) is the constant function equal to 1 and so gi = divHi

for 1 ≤ i ≤ p. Observe that the energy functions (H i)� are hereditary, so the local energy
hi(x,ω) exists and is defined by

hi(x,ω) =
∑
y∈ω

ϕi

(
(x − y)2). (47)

For every ω ∈ �, the local energy (47) is twice differentiable at every x /∈ ω and so

gi(x,ω) = divHi(x,ω) = divhi(x,ω) = 2
∑
y∈ω

(
ϕ′

i

(
(x − y)2) d∑

k=1

(
x(k) − y(k)

))
, (48)

and

divgi(x,ω) = div◦divHi(x,ω)
(49)

= 2
∑
y∈ω

(
dϕ′

i

(
(x − y)2) + 2ϕ′′

i

(
(x − y)2)( d∑

k=1

(
x(k) − y(k)

))2)
.

Let us give a collection of assumptions that will ensure the shift invariant estimator θ̂ (n) is
strongly consistent.

Definition 11. The function ϕθ satisfies property (LB) if it has a lower bound Cϕ ∈ R,

inf
r>0

ϕθ (r) ≥ Cϕ.

It satisfies the explosion control property (EX) if there exists Cb > 0 such that for every 1 ≤ i ≤ p

sup
r>0

|ϕ′
i (r)|2e−ϕθ (r) ≤ Cb and sup

r>0
|ϕ′′

i (r)|e−ϕθ (r) ≤ Cb.

It satisfies the linear independence property (I) if the functions (ϕ′
i )1≤i≤p are linearly indepen-

dent in the vectorial space of continuous functions from ]0,+∞] → R.

Proposition 6. Let (ϕi) be a family of potentials and θ ∈ R
p such that ϕθ is superstable and

lower regular, and such that properties (LB), (EX) and (I) hold. Then for any Gibbs measure
associated to ϕθ , the shift invariant estimator or the grid estimator θ̂ (n) is strongly consistent.
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Proof. Thanks to Propositions 3 and 4, it remains to check that (gi) are in CR,τ and that assump-
tions (19) and (33) hold for any Gibbs measure P . The expression (48) shows that gi is in CR,τ

for every 1 ≤ i ≤ p.
Concerning (33), from (2) and (11) we deduce that

P !0(dω) = 1

z(P )
e−hθ (0,ω)P (dω). (50)

By the DLR equations (8), it follows that P !0 is locally absolutely continuous with respect to
the Poisson point Process πz with positive density. We deduce that the probability under P !0 that
the configuration ωB(0,R0) is reduced to a point {x} is positive and that the law of this single point
x is absolutely continuous with respect to the Lebesgue measure on B(0,R0). In this situation,
for any X in R

d the left term in (33) is nothing more than

�(0,ω)X� · div H(0,ω) = −2

(
d∑

k=1

x(k)

)
(ϕ′

1(x
2), . . . , ϕ′

p(x2)) · X = 0. (51)

From assumption (I), this implies that X = 0 and (33) is proved.
It remains to check (19). From expressions (48), (49) and formula (50), we have

E!0(|∇gi(0,ω)| + |gi(0,ω)| + |gi(0,ω)∇Hj(0,ω)|)
≤ KE!0

[ ∑
y∈ωB(0,R0)

(|ϕ′
i (y

2)| + |ϕ′′
i (y2)|) +

( ∑
y∈ωB(0,R0)

|ϕ′
i (y

2)|
)( ∑

y∈ωB(0,R0)

|ϕ′
j (y

2)|
)]

≤ K

z(P )
EP

[ ∑
y∈ωB(0,R0)

(|ϕ′
i (y

2)| + |ϕ′′
i (y2)|)e−hθ (0,ω)

+ NB(0,R0)e
−hθ (0,ω)

(( ∑
y∈ωB(0,R0)

ϕ′
i (y

2)2
)

+
( ∑

y∈ωB(0,R0)

ϕ′
j (y

2)2
))]

,

where K > 0 is a constant. Using (LB) and (EX), we obtain

E!0(|∇gi(0,ω)| + |gi(0,ω)| + |gi(0,ω)∇Hj(0,ω)|)
≤ K

z(P )
EP

[ ∑
y∈ωB(0,R0)

(
1 + ϕ′

i (y
2)2 + |ϕ′′

i (y2)|)e−ϕθ (y2)e−hθ (0,ω\y)

(52)

+ NB(0,R0)

∑
y∈ωB(0,R0)

(
ϕ′

i (y
2)2 + ϕ′

j (y
2)2)e−ϕθ (y2)e−hθ (0,ω\y)

]

≤ KEP

(
(1 + 4Cb)N

2
B(0,R0)

eCϕNB(0,R0)
)
.

From (46) this quantity is finite. �
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For the grid estimator, we need a stronger assumption to obtain asymptotic normality. As-
sumption (EX) is replaced by (EXb):

sup
r>0

|ϕ′
i (r)|6e−ϕθ (r) ≤ Cb and sup

r>0
|ϕ′′

i (r)|3e−ϕθ (r) ≤ Cb.

Proposition 7. Let (ϕi) be a family of potentials and θ ∈ R
p such that ϕθ is superstable and

lower regular, and such that properties (LB), (EXb) and (I) hold. Then for any Gibbs measure
associated to ϕθ , the grid estimator θ̂ (n) is strongly consistent and asymptotically normal.

Proof. Thanks to Propositions 3, 4 and 5, it remains to check that (gi) are in CR,K and that they
satisfy (13), (36) and (32). Expression (48) and the assumptions on ψ show that gi is in CR,K

for every 1 ≤ i ≤ p. Since the function ψ in (42) is bounded and has bounded gradient, by a
calculation similar to that in (52) and from (EXb) we prove that (13) and (36) hold. The new
assumption (EXb) plays a crucial role in the proof of (36). �

An example of a potential ϕθ satisfying all assumptions (SS), (LR), (LB), (EXb) and (I) is the
Lennard-Jones potential

ϕθ (r) = 1[0,R0](r)
(

θ1
1

r6
+ θ2

1

r3

)
, (53)

with θ1 > 0 and θ2 ∈ R. The Lennard-Jones potential was first introduced in Lennard-Jones [23]
with the parametrization θ1 = 4εσ 12 and θ2 = −4εσ 6. In Section 7, we show some simulations
of this model and investigate the estimation of ε and σ . The result shows that our estimator is
very efficient and in particular, when the model is very rigid, it seems better than the classical
Likelihood procedures.

6.2. Interacting hard sphere model

In this section, we consider the classical model of hard spheres with pairwise interaction. We
assume in this section that the pair potential has finite interaction range, is smooth, and does
not explode (i.e., is bounded near 0). Exploding potentials were studied in the previous section;
a mixture of both models could be investigated without additional difficulties.

Let us consider R0 > r0 > 0 and p functions (ϕi)1≤i≤p from R
+ to R ∪ {+∞} assumed to be

twice differentiable on [r0,+∞[ with continuous second derivative. We assume that ϕi is equal
to infinity on [0, r0[ and is null on [R0,+∞[. The energy functions (H i

�) are defined as in (45)
and the definition of H θ and ϕθ follows. In this setting, ϕθ is necessarily superstable and lower
regular, so a stationary Gibbs measure P exists.

In this example, the energy functions are hereditary and so the local energy hi(x,ω) exists and
is defined in (47). This local energy is differentiable for λd -almost every x and so expression (48)
holds with the convention ϕ′

i (r) = 0 if r < r0.
It is clear that the function divHi(x,ω) is not regularizing because the function defined in

(12) is not continuous. Therefore, the choice gi = divHi is not available in this setting and an
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expression of type gi = � divHi is necessary. We define the function � by

�(x,ω) = 1��=∞(ω)
∏
y∈ω

χr0,r1

(
(x − y)2), (54)

where χr0,r1 is the real function defined for any r1 > r0 by

χr0,r1(r) =

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

0 if r ≤ r0,
r − r0

r1 − r0
if r0 ≤ r ≤ r1,

1 if r ≥ r1.

(55)

The product in (54) in fact involves only a finite number of terms and so is well defined. It is
clear that the function � is λd -a.e. differentiable with

div�(x,ω) = 2

r1 − r0
1��=∞(ω)

(56)

×
∑
y∈ω

(
1[r0,r1]

(
(x − y)2)( d∑

k=1

x(k) − y(k)

) ∏
z∈ω\y

χr0,r1

(
(x − z)2)).

Proposition 8. If the potentials (ϕ′
i ) are linearly independent (assumption (I)) then the shift in-

variant estimator and the grid estimator θ̂ (n) are strongly consistent. Moreover, the grid estimator
is asymptotically normal.

Proof. Thanks to Propositions 3, 4 and 5, it remains to check that (gi) are in CR,τ and that they
satisfy (13), (32) and (36). First, from expression (48) and (54) let us note that gi is regularising
since the function defined in (12) is always continuous and piecewise differentiable with contin-
uous derivatives. Since gi is clearly shift invariant it follows that gi is in CR,τ . For integrability
assumptions (13), (36), it is sufficient to remark that gi , ∇gi and gi∇Hj are uniformly bounded.
Finally for identification assumption (32), the proof is exactly the same as in Proposition 6. �

Let us remark that, in the case of hard packing (i.e., when z is very large), the Maximum
Likelihood and Maximum Pseudolikelihood procedures are not really available to estimate θ .
Our procedure should be efficient.

The variational estimator can also be applied to models with rigid geometric constraints, such
as the rigid Voronoi models of Dereudre and Lavancier [15].

7. Simulations

In this section, we present the results of simulation experiments assessing the performance of
parameter estimation in the Lennard-Jones model (53). We consider four cases where ε takes
the values 0.1, 0.5, 1 and 2, respectively, which we call the cases of low, moderate, high and
extreme rigidity. We chose intensity z = 100 and characteristic range σ = 0.1. For each model,
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Table 1. Sample statistics for 1000 estimates of the parameters ε,σ for the Lennard-Jones model using the
variational estimators (GRID and INVARIANT) and the approximate maximum pseudolikelihood estimator
(MPL)

Low Moderate High Extreme

σ ε σ ε σ ε σ ε

TRUE 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.5 0.1 1 0.1 2

GRID mean 0.094 0.789 0.101 0.966 0.101 1.277 0.100 1.987
median 0.091 0.570 0.098 0.882 0.099 1.244 0.100 1.946
sd 0.016 2.253 0.011 0.715 0.007 0.691 0.003 0.822
E 0.099 0.124 0.100 0.511 0.100 1.019 0.100 1.807

INVARIANT mean 0.093 0.636 0.100 0.970 0.100 1.333 0.099 2.210
median 0.091 0.576 0.098 0.870 0.099 1.300 0.099 2.164
sd 0.013 4.491 0.010 0.663 0.006 0.653 0.003 0.704
E 0.097 0.149 0.099 0.558 0.099 1.106 0.099 2.069

MPL mean 0.068 −614.696 0.102 0.311 0.102 0.307 0.103 0.327
median 0.094 0.050 0.101 0.314 0.102 0.299 0.103 0.273
sd 0.040 763.422 0.004 0.129 0.002 0.096 0.002 0.168

we simulated 1000 realizations in the window [0,2]2 and estimated the parameters ε and σ

(via θ1 = 4εσ 12 and θ2 = −4εσ 6) using the shift invariant estimator (26) and the grid estimator
(30) where the window was subdivided into a 10 × 10 grid of squares. The terms in (26) were
computed using (48) and (49) with ϕ1(s) = s−6 and ϕ2(s) = s−3. Similarly for (30) using the
periodic function ψ in (44). For comparison, we also computed the maximum pseudolikelihood
estimator (MPLE) using the method of Baddeley and Turner [2].

Table 1 summarises the 1000 estimated values for each experiment. For each estimation
method, we report the sample mean, median and standard deviation of the individual estimates σ̂

and ε̂ for each of the three estimation methods. As a cross-check on the validity of the method, the
row marked E in Table 1 denotes the ‘pooled’ estimate of the parameters obtained by computing
the averages A∗, b∗ of the 1000 empirical matrices and vectors Â, b̂, then solving A∗θ = b∗ and
transforming to obtain (σ, ε). Table 2 summarises the corresponding estimates of the canonical
parameters θ1, θ2 for the same experiment.

Figure 1 displays typical realisations of the model in each case, and a scatterplot of a subsample
of 100 estimated values giving an impression of the probability distribution of the estimates.

The most striking feature of these simulations is the bias in the maximum pseudolikelihood
estimator. The bias increases with ε. We computed the MPLE using the Berman–Turner device
Baddeley and Turner [2], Berman and Turner [6] with a 256×256 grid of sample points. To min-
imise numerical problems (overflow, instability, slow convergence), we rescaled the interpoint
distances to a unit equal to the true value of σ . This is unrealistic with respect to applications
(since the true σ would not be known) but gives the most optimistic assessment of performance
from the MPLE algorithm. Although the MPLE is known to be biased in the presence of strong
interaction, we conjecture that the very large bias observed here may be due to discretization
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Table 2. Summary of estimates of canonical parameters θ1, θ2 in the same experiments as previous table.
Values of θ1 multiplied by 1012; values of θ2 multiplied by 106

Low Moderate High Extreme

θ1 θ2 θ1 θ2 θ1 θ2 θ1 θ2

TRUE 0.4 −0.4 2 −2 4 −4 8 −8

GRID mean 0.777 −1.371 2.705 −3.107 4.496 −4.718 7.462 −7.636
median 0.671 −1.163 2.552 −2.990 4.392 −4.695 7.364 −7.538
sd 0.511 1.296 1.210 1.945 1.370 2.036 1.553 2.387
E 0.416 −0.454 2.018 −2.031 4.020 −4.048 7.123 −7.176

INVARIANT mean 0.758 −1.362 2.682 −3.127 4.535 −4.86 7.668 −8.199
median 0.663 −1.212 2.540 −2.947 4.463 −4.814 7.608 −8.127
sd 0.470 1.178 1.147 1.805 1.290 1.911 1.379 2.033
E 0.421 −0.502 2.057 −2.143 4.116 −4.267 7.386 −7.819

MPL mean 0.274 −0.096 1.435 −1.317 1.526 −1.360 1.715 −1.487
median 0.291 −0.240 1.410 −1.332 1.509 −1.355 1.602 −1.309
sd 0.265 0.575 0.350 0.419 0.266 0.316 0.471 0.557

error (Baddeley and Turner [2], equation (17), page 290) and numerical problems related to the
pair potential.

The parameter space for the canonical parameters is � = {(θ1, θ2): θ1 > 0, θ2 < 0}. Our im-
plementation of the three parameter estimation methods is unconstrained, so that the algorithms
may yield estimates (θ̂1, θ̂2) that are “invalid” in the sense that they lie outside �. Invalid esti-
mates are plotted as crosses in Figure 1. The observed proportion of invalid estimates is shown
in Table 3. In the case of an invalid estimate, the model should be refitted with θ constrained to
lie on the boundary of � (i.e., constraining either θ1 = 0 or θ2 = 0).

The variational estimator seems to work better when the model is rigid. In the low rigidity case,
the estimation of ε is severely biased. We interpret the bias as a consequence of the nonlinear
relationship between θ and (σ, ε) combined with high variability in the low rigidity case.

The standard deviation of ε̂ remains high in all cases. This is unsurprising since the estimation
of ε is a difficult problem for all standard procedures even if the model is not rigid.

The difference between the shift invariant estimator and the grid estimator seems rather slight
overall. The better asymptotic properties proved for the grid estimator seem to be irrelevant in
these simulations. The estimates of σ and ε are strongly negatively correlated in all cases. In the
low rigidity case, the empirical distribution of ε̂ appears to deviate substantially from a Normal
distribution, suggesting that the behaviour predicted by the Central Limit theorem has not yet set
in.

However, the pooled grid estimate of ε appears to be biased in the extremely rigid case. We
attribute this to the absence of edge correction in our algorithm.

In these experiments, the maximum pseudolikelihood estimator had substantially greater com-
putational cost than the variational estimators. All algorithms were implemented in the R lan-
guage using the spatial statistics package spatstat Baddeley and Turner [3]. Average com-
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Figure 1. Distribution of parameter estimates for the Lennard-Jones model. Each row corresponds to
a different experiment, obtained by simulating the Lennard-Jones model with (from top to bottom)
ε = 0.1,0.5,1,2, respectively. The left column shows a typical realization. The remaining columns show
estimates of (θ1, θ2) from 100 realizations, obtained using (from left to right) the shift invariant estimator,
grid estimator and maximum pseudolikelihood estimator respectively. Dotted lines show the true parameter
values.
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Table 3. Proportion of estimates that were invalid, in each of the four experiments

Low Moderate High Extreme

GRID 0.116 0.031 0.006 0.000
INVARIANT 0.105 0.023 0.004 0.000
MPL 0.413 0.001 0.000 0.000

putation times on a 2.5 GHz laptop were about 7 seconds to generate one simulated realisation,
about 0.5 seconds each for the variational estimators, and for the MPLE, about 2 sec, 4 sec, 7 sec
and 60 sec for the low, medium, high and extreme rigidity cases respectively. A supercomputing
cluster was used to conduct the simulations in the extreme-rigidity case.
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